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SUMMARY

This report describes an interactive program RADIO (RadioActive Decay Infor-
mation Online) for studying the radioactive decay process, with applications to
many ecological problems, but not necessarily involving radioactive processes.
Starting with the compartment coefficients and initial values of the various com-
partments the problem is solved as a system of linear ordinary differential equa-
tions. The method of solution is the direct use of matrix exponentials or the
backward differences method.

A program INVERS is also available for the solution of the inverse problem, that
is parameter estimation in a system of linear ordinary differential equations when
the solution is available pointwise.

The output can be printed on a line printer either from a result file or from the
plot file, which of course also can be used to produce graphic output. The plot
file is processed by the plotting program VISION or by the auxiliary printing
m >gram RADAR. Another file can be used for a later restart from the point
c t ime where the previous computation was aborted or from an arbitrary point

. .ime if the relevant starting information is available. This is useful in order
i avoid the manual input of a compartment matrix if it is similar to one used

•v fore.

' Vhen the program RADIO is run the user answers to the questions asked by the
program.

This work was performed while the author was with the Swedish National Defence
Research Institute, ABC Research Department (FOA 4), in Umeå. The programs
are written in Fortran 77 for the Digital Equipment VAX 11 with graphical
presentation on a Tektronix 4010, and are available from FOA 4 or directly from
the author.

INTRODUCTION

Within radioecology we study how various radioactive elements are transported
between different compartments. In addition to the usual radioactive decay we
study the dispersion of elements between the different compartments through
other physical and chemical processes.

The following figure illustrates a radioecological process of interest to us.
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For each of the elements its magnitude (activity) in each compartment (i) is
represented by a vector component y%. This varies as described by the following
differential equation:

y»(O)=yo(t, i = l , . . M J V

In ecology the above form of the ODE parameters a,y is usually replaced by the
transition coefficients 6,j defined by the following:

The values a{j = 6tJ- (ROW = i, COLUMN — j) represent, when i and j are
different, how the flow to compartment i from compartment j is proportional
to the content of compartment j . The value bjj represents the net loss from
compartment j while the total outflow from compartment ; is the sum over all i
of the elements in column j , thus

a33 = — 1 3 6tf •

In a typical case 20 zompartments are given with 400 transition coefficients b{j,
many of them zero thus making the system sparse. For every compartment a



function representing the activity is requested. In some instances the solutions
will be used as input to other routines, where they for example are used as in

N

t = l

The following are some of the considerations that have to be taken in mind at
the development of a computer solution to this problem.

We need a method that works for a large variation between two transition coefficients,
as many as 15 orders of magnitude is possible.

We need an accuracy of 0.1% globally.

We want an estimate of the global error.

We need to make calculations for a time period ranging from a few minutes to a
few million years (e.g. deposited nuclear waste).

We want to be able to vary an input function fi[t).

For some applications afJ may be a function of t.

If the experimental error in a,-j can be estimated we wish to use this for deter-
mining the "experimental" error in the function y{t).

We wish to perform stochastic simulations, i. e. use estimated natural variations
in o»j to calculate a function y(t) which then no longer will be a smooth curve.

SOLUTION WITH THE MATRIX METHOD

A linear system of ordinary differential equations, with constant coefficients and
no source term,

*

has the following formal solution

y[t) = eAty0.

We therefore have to evaluate the matrix exponential exp(At). This problem
has been thoroughly discussed by Moler and van Loan (1978). The method used



by Moler (1980) in MATLAB is based on eigenvectors, which however breaks
down when the matrix is defective (the matrix does not have a complete set of
eigenvectors, which in turn requires at least one multiple eigenvalue). The Schur
decomposition is better, since it uses the same mathematical algorithm but stops
already at a triangular (and not diagonal) decomposition. The exponential of the
triangular matrix can then be calculated with the method of Parlett (1976). Also
this method has problems in connection with eigenvalues in common.

The method presently recommended by Moler is scaling and squaring, see for
example Ward (1977), with the only weak point in the accumulation of round off
errors. Comparisons with the eigenvector method used in MATLAB show that
Ward's method is superiour. It has not yet been implemented in this program,
but the algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. Minimization of the matrix norm over all translations by subtracting the
mean of the eigenvalues.

2. Minimization of the 1-norm of the new matrix over all diagonal similarity
transformations (balancing). Use of the routine BALANC from EISPACK.

3. Bounding the norm of the new matrix through scaling by repeated factors
of 2 until it is less than unity.

4. Calculating the exponential of the new matrix using diagonal Pade ap-
proximation. For the required Gaussian elimination we use the LINPACK
routines DGECO and DGESL.

5. Squaring the result to compensate for the scaling by factors of 2.

6. Restoring with respect to the similarity and translation transformations.

SOLUTION WITH THE ODE METHOD

Starting with the transition coefficients and initial values of the various compart-
ments the problem is solved as a system of linear ordinary differential equations.
The method of solution is the backward differences method as implemented by
Alan Hindmarsh (1980) of Livermore in the LSODE code.

The choice of LSODE is partly due to the recommendations of Professors C. W.
Gear and T. E. Hull, partly due to the fact that the code is available from the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory without any commercial restrictions.
This makes it possible for FOA to offer the complete RADIO package to interested
parties without complicated copyright negotiations.



A major technical advantage with LSODE is that the program incorporates
two different numerical methods at the choice of a flag; the implicit Adams
method and the backward differences method (for stiff problems) are available.
In addition, the user can instruct the program to use functional iteration (i.e. no
Jacobian matrix is required), or to compute the Jacobian internally either from
a user supplied routine or generate one from difference quotients (thus requiring
extra computing time). Full or banded Jacobians can be specified. A wide choice
of error control facilities through various tolerance parameters is also available.

The package also includes internally computed initial step size, independent flags
for starting and stopping options, easy changing of input parameters in mid-
problem, convenient optional inputs (e.g. maximum method order) and optional
outputs (e.g. step and function evaluation counts), and optional provision of
derivatives of the solution (of various orders) at any point.

The user documentation, which is contained in the initial comment cards of the
source, gives first a simple set of instructions and then detailed instructions.

When stiff options are selected, the linear systems are solved with the high quality
routines from LINPACK and using the Basic Linear Algebra subprograms.

In many instances there is a delay between the compartments. In the experimental
version RADIO T such a possibility is included for the first compartment only.
The delay time, delay width (for a linear rise instead of a discontinuity), and delay
coefficient are additional input data. Because of stability problems connected
with delays, and also the possibility to miss the first appearance of the delayed
term, the step size has to be maximized by use of one of the many special features
of LSODE. Still great care has to be observed at the use of delay, especially since
RADIOT is only an experimental program, not completely debugged. In the
solution process, interpolation using routines from NAG are being used.

INVERSE PROBLEM

The problem of determining the coefficients of a linear system of ordinary differen-
tial equations from values of the function is a quite difficult one. Considering
the case with only constant coefficients, we wish to determine a,j such that thr

following norm is minimized

11 dt

subject to yi(t) passing through (or close to) the given points.



This can be done in several ways, but the main theoretical difficulty is that the
number of parameters to be determined is often larger than the number of input
variables, and that these in general are given with quite large relative errors (order
of 10%). A fitting method is therefore much preferable to an interpolating one.
The formal solution is easily obtained directly using the least squares technique:

differentiate with respect to the unknown parameters,
set the derivatives to zero,
solve the resulting system.

A formally very elegant method is mentioned by Ward and Golub (1980).

Start with

and its formal solution

y{t) = eAty0.

From this an approximation to the matrix e can be obtained and the matrix
A is then calculated from

At = log eAt.

A method which seems very useful and easy to implement is the one suggested
by Varah (1982). The data points are first fitted by least squares splines. When
these splines have been found (which means that the data has been smoothed),
parameters a,y are determined that minimize the norm of the difference between
the spline derivative (which is directly obtainable) and the right hand side of the
differential equation.

If the parameters appear linearly in the ODE, also the resulting least squares
system is linear, and can be solved directly as an overdetermined system.

The recent paper by Allen and Pruess (1981) not only gives an algorithm for the
inverse problem, but also discusses existence and uniqueness of the solution. The
matrix A is uniquely determined if and only if y,(£) are linearly independent on
the considered interval, the problem is thus not well defined when A is derogatory.

The method utilizes an alternate representation of the differential equation as
in integral equation, which gives a more stable formulation by avoiding the
differentiation of the (pointwise known) function y{t).

•T
Jo

= y{sj)-y{0),



or, in matrix form over the interval (0, T),

AZ = B,

fS

n,j = /
JO

The algorithm consists of the following three steps:

1 Compute a continuous approximation to y[t) from the discrete values y(tk)
at the observation points tk, we could use splines from NAG. Since the
NAG library at present lacks an indefinite integration of splines, it is easier
to use the Chebyshev least squares fit E02ADF followed by the integration
routine E02AJF. I have also used a spline package of my own, Einarsson
and Sjögren (1971).

2. Compute the matrices Z and B defined above.

3. Solve the matrix equation AZ = B for the unknown matrix A using the
UNPACK routines DGECO and DGESL, or the NAG routine F04AEF,
or if the matrix of observations is not of full rank, use the routine F04JGF.

The program INVERS has been written with the help of the mentioned NAG
routines.

Example 1.
dy ( 0 1\

with yi(0) = 0 and 1/2(0) = 1, that is sin i and cost.

The following input values are being used

t
degrees

0
22.5

45
67.5

90

t
radians

0
0.393
0.785
1.178
1.571

0
0
0

0
.383
.707
.924

1

0
0
0

n

1
.924
.707
.383

0

For the various degrees of the approximating polynomial we obtained the matrices
below when 3 or 5 points were used, respectively,
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SPLINE

0.382
-0.289

0.510
-0.609

-0.029
— 1.02

0.382
—0.289

0.686
—0.433

1.03
0.028

0.382
—0.252

0.468
—0.617

—0.002
— 1.03

0.002
—0.996

—0.0005
—0.999

0.0007
— 1.00

0.382
—0.252

0.705
—0.339

1.01
0.022

0.997
—0.003

1.00
—0.001

1.00
0.003

Example 2.

(0 1\
= li o>åt

with yi(0) = 0 and y2(0) = 1, that is sinht and cosht.

The following input values are being used

V2

0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0

0
0.521
1.17
2.13
3.63

1
1.13
1.54
2.35
3.76

For the various degrees of the approximating polynomial we obtained the

following



SPLINE

0.220
0.141

— 1.13
-0.538

-0.102
0.867

0.034
1.02

0.022
1.00

0.006
0.985

0.289
0.186

1.69
0.999

1.07
0.091

0.974
—0.020

0.98
—0.004

0.994
0.009

Example 3.
dy = n o\
dt \0 lP

with yi(0) = 1 and 2/2(0) = 1, that is expf and expt.

The following input values are being used

t y\ V2

0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0

1
1.65
2.72
4.48
7.39

1
1.65
2.72
4.48
7.39

For this ill-conditioned problem (since both components are equal) we obtain the
following matrix, when 5 points were used together with the highest possible
polynomial:

0.500 0.500

0.500 0.500

With the spline-approximation we obtained
0.499 0.499
0.499 0.499

It is the least squares facility that has given us a mathematically equivalent
solution, instead of the wanted unity matrix.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMS

KADIO (RadioActive Decay Information Online)

This is an interactive program for studying the radioactive decay process for
many ecological problems. Starting with the transition coefficients and initial
values of the various compartments, the problem is solved as a system of linear
ordinary differential equations. The method of solution is the direct use of
matrix exponentials or the backward differences method as implemented by Alan
Hindmarsh of Livermore in the LSODE code.

It is permitted to have a source function for the first compartment, either as a
continuous polygon or as an exponential. Since the numerical method requires
continuity a special feature has been introduced if the exponential does not apply
to the whole non-negative time axis. Within a certain increase/decrease interval
it is reduced linearly.

The output for later printing is stored on a file named *.RES. The plot informa-
tion is stored on a file named *.PLO for later processing by the plotting program
VISION or the auxiliary printing program RADAR. The file *.DAT can be used
for a later restart from the point of time where the previous computation was
aborted, or from an arbitrary point of time if the relevant starting information
is available. This is useful in order to avoid the manual input of a compartment
matrix if it is similar to one used before. The old matrix is used, but the relevant
values are of course changed by the user as required.

The actual name instead of * is given by the user, and may be different for the
three various kinds of files.

When the program RADIO is run the user answers to the questions asked by the
program. In some instances it is possible to make a correction to an earlier given
value, for example at the set up of the compartment matrix or at the provision
of starting values.

At the prompter > a numerical value is expected, a carriage return is not
sufficient to indicate zero.

If you should obtain an error signalled by "NUMBER OF ERRORS different from
zero" in the result file, then the error is explained in the LSODE documentation.

VISION (Visual Information System Interactive ONline)

The plotting program VISION asks for the filename (without extension), the
number of points of time, and the number of compartments. The plot input file
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is then made available and the user is asked for the compartment number to
be plotted and whether or not a logarithmic transformation of the variable is
required, and if percentages are being used.

The given compartment is then plotted. On the same plot three additional com-
partments may be plotted, using the automatic scaling of the original compart-
ment. The order in which the compartments are plotted is therefore of some
significance.

After one complete plot has been obtained it can be saved by using the hardcopy
facility. Further plots can be made without new file input. To finish plotting-of
the present file the user is expected to ask for compartment number zero. The
user is then given the opportunity to input another file.

RADAR (RadioActive Decay Analysed Results)

The printing program RADAR is analogous to the plotting program VISION,
both use the same file as input. Instead of asking for one compartment to be
plotted RADAR asks for three compartments to be printed on FOR004.DAT. If
one or more of the suggested compartments do not exist, the first one, middle
one, or last one, is used. The form of the output table is almost identical to the
one from the main program RADIO.

After printing one set of compartments it is possible to continue with another set
directly. Also with this program it is possible to go directly to inputting another
file.

INVERS (INVERse Solution of systems of ode)

This program consists of the main program INVERS with calls to the manual in-
put routine MANIN, the automatic input routine AUTIN, the spline approxima-
tion routine RIAPP, the Chebyshev approximation routine CHAPP, the routine
QUAD that integrates the approximation, and finally the routine SOLVE that
either solves the linear systems by Crout's factorization method (F04AEF), or
solves a linear system one at a time using singular value decomposition (F04JGF).

The routine SKRIV outputs a matrix, it first writes its name and then requires
a carriage return from the user before it starts printing. The reason for this is
to make it possible for the user to conveniently read the output. The following
names are used for the vectors and matrices:

Y Matrix with all observations of y(t)
Y Column vector with the initial observations of y(0).
T Row vector with the observation times.
B Matrix with the differences.
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Z Matrix with the integrated values.
A Parameter matrix (solution).
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